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INTRODUCTION
Genetic diversity in a set of breeds can be defined as the maximum genetic variance of a
population in HW-equilibrium derived from the set of breed. We present a method to
calculate Marker Estimated Kinships (MEK) between populations from genetic marker data
and using these estimates to calculate relative contributions of populations to a Core Set, that is
constructed such that the average kinship is minimised. This maximises the genetic variance of
the Core Set, and gives an estimate of the genetic variation maintained by the Core Set.

METHOD
The method consists of two separate parts. First we try to estimate relations between
population using Marker Estimated Kinships (MEK; Eding and Meuwissen, 2001). Second, we
use the estimated average kinships between and within populations to calculate relative
contributions of populations to a Core Set in which the genetic variation is maximised (Eding
et al., 2002).

Marker Estimated Kinships. Marker Estimated Kinships (MEKs) are obtained from
similarity indices between individuals for a number of neutral loci (microsatellite markers, for
instance). The similarity index is based on the concept of Identity By Descent (IBD). 
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where Sij,l is the similarity between populations i and j for locus l, and nij is the number of pairs
of individuals and 
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where Ixy is an indicator variable that is 1 when allele x in one individual and allele y in a
second individual are identical and 0 otherwise (Eding and Meuwissen, 2001). When alleles
are assumed to be IBD only, the average of Sij,l over loci (Sij) is an estimator of the coefficient
of kinship fxy.

For a pair of populations i and j the expected similarity between populations i and j for a locus l
is :
(1c)     ( ) lijijlij sffS −+= 1)E( ,
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where fij is the average kinship between i and j and sl is the probability of alleles Alike In State
(AIS) for locus l. Note that the kinship between population i and j is expected to be equal for
all loci and that the probability of alleles AIS for locus l is expected to be equal for all pairs of
populations. 

Given the relation in formula (1c) we can construct a log-linear regression model :
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In matrix notation and including the similarity data of ½N(N+1) breed combinations for L
marker loci, formula (2) becomes:

(3) ebXaXy ba ++=

where y is a vector of  ½N(N + 1)L elements containing the ln(1 – Sij,l) per combination of
populations and per locus, the vectors a and b contain the effects of ln(1-fij) and ln(1 – sl)
respectively. Xa and Xb are design matrices for the a and b estimates. 

The estimating equations for a and b are :
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where all observations are weighted by the matrix W-1, where the diagonals of W contain the
error variances of each observation :
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This results in more informative markers having a larger influence on the solutions of both f
and s, while less informative markers have less influence. Since all observations are assumed to
be independent, the off-diagonals are zero. Note that the weights are determined by the
estimates. Hence, the equations in (4) need to be solved iteratively, until convergence is
reached. We will refer to this model as the Weighted Log-linear Model (WLM). 
After obtaining solutions to the equations from WLM the solutions a are back transformed
towards MEKs and used to construct the estimated kinship matrix F̂ .

Optimal contributions to a core set. Assume a set S of n populations. Define an n-
dimensional vector c that will contain the relative contribution of each population to genetic
diversity, such that the elements of c sum up to one. We can calculate the average kinship in
the set, given c, as :
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For the construction of the Core Set we must find contributions in c such that the average
kinship in the core set is minimal. 

The minimal average kinship in the Core Set is achieved by :
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where 1n is a vector of n ones. 
The value of mean kinship in the Core Set can then be obtained from :
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A population that is the result of random mating within and between populations of a
conserved set will show the conserved genetic variance, which is: 22 )1( aw f σσ −= , where σa

2

is the total original genetic variance and f  is the average kinship within the set of populations.
Therefore, the genetic variance contained within set S is proportional to (1- fCS), and the genetic
diversity Div(S) in set S is defined as Div(S) = 1- fCS.

EXAMPLE
A small data set containing data on 11 microsatellite markers in 10 populations of cattle in The
Netherlands was analysed using the method described above. Table 1 gives a summary of the
data. Average kinships between and
within populations were estimated using
MEKs. Figure 1 represents the estimated
kinships in the form of a phylogenetic
tree.  Table 2 gives the optimal
contributions to a core set for each
population. 
Estimation errors in the MEKs cause
irregularities in the kinship structure of
the populations. This in turn may cause
the optimal contributions to the Core Set
that are smaller then zero. When optimal
contributions smaller then zero occurred
the most negative contribution was set to
zero and the contributions recalculated
until the contributions-vector cmin
contained only contributions that were
either equal or larger then zero.
Table 1. Summary of the data on Dutch
populations of cattle breeds

N Markers #
all.

Belgian Blue 210 BM1824 7
Dutch Red Pied 388 BM2113 12
Dutch Black Belted 90 ETH0010 9
Limousine 616 ETH0225 8
Holstein Friesian 2031 ETH0003 11
Galloway 402 INRA023 11
Dutch Friesian 417 SPS0115 7
Improved Red Pied 287 TGLA0122 23
Blonde d'Aquitaine 758 TGLA0126 8
Heck 169 TGLA0227 14

TGLA0053 17
Communication N° 26-03
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Figure 1. Kinships-tree for the 10 Dutch
populations of cattle

DISCUSSION
The presented Core Set method is able to qu
(Div(S) – fCS. When quantifying diversity it 
diversity simultaneously. It is relatively easy and
adheres to Weitzman’s rules for diversity measu
Tests on simulated data have shown that WLM g
between and within populations. However,
inconsistencies in the kinship structure, such th
genetic diversity. It is possible to construct a Mi
to the within and between population means ove
equal or greater then zero (Eding, 2002). Such a 
more cautious estimates of contributions.
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